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UNIQUENESS THEOREMS FOR SUBHARMONIC FUNCTIONS

IN UNBOUNDED DOMAINS

S. J. GARDINER

Abstract. A theorem of Carlson says that a holomorphic function of exponential

growth in the half-plane cannot approach zero exponentially along the boundary

unless it vanishes identically. This paper presents a generalization of this result for

subharmonic functions in a Greenian domain Q, using the Martin boundary,

minimal fine topology and PWB solution to the /¡-Dirichlet problem. Applications of

the general theorem to specific choices of fi, such as the half-space and strip, are

presented in later sections.

1. Introduction. The closure and boundary of a subset F of Euclidean space U"

( n > 2) are denoted respectively by F and dF. By a hypoharmonic function defined

on a domain fi of U" we mean a function which is either subharmonic or identically

valued -oo. We identify U2 with C in the usual way.

Let T denote the half-plane {z = x + iy e C :y > 0}. A theorem of Carlson says

that a holomorphic function of exponential growth in T cannot approach zero

exponentially along dT unless it vanishes identically. More precisely, the following

(cf. [7, 6.3.6]) can be deduced from Carleman's formula.

Theorem A. Let f be continuous in T and holomorphic in T. If

(i) liminfr"1 sup{log|/(z) |:z e T, |z| = r} < + oo
I—> 00

and

(ii) /- i°g+l/(*)U<p kg-i/fr;)! *■,+«,,
•'-00 1   + X2 J-X 1  + X2

then f = 0 in T.

In §§2, 3 we state and prove a very general uniqueness theorem for hypoharmonic

functions in a Greenian domain Q,. In general we replace the restrictions (i) and (ii)

above by conditions involving harmonic measures. However, for particular choices

of fi, suitable estimates of harmonic measure are available, and specific Carlson-type

theorems can be deduced. Several such examples, some new, are presented in §§4-7.

2. The general theorem. Let Q be a domain in R " with a Green kernel, and let A

denote the Martin boundary of Í2, the compactified space Œ U A being denoted by

Û. We use FM and dMF to denote respectively the closure and boundary of a subset
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F of ß with respect to this topology. We will make use of the theory of the

Perron-Wiener-Brelot solution to the /¡-Dirichlet problem for harmonic functions.

For an account of this we refer the reader to [6, Chapter XVI] (or see [8, l.VIII],

where the problem is equivalently treated for relative harmonic functions).

Let A be a fixed positive harmonic function in ß, and A be a nonempty closed

subset of A with zero /¡-harmonic measure (this clearly rules out the possibility

ß = W). Now let (Wm) be a sequence of open subsets of ß such that Wm C Wm+X

and \JmWm- Û\A. We denote Wm O 0 by Qm, the set 3ß„, n ß by am, and

/¡-harmonic measure relative to ßm and M e ßm by uhm M. Our argument requires

that ß, have certain properties, so we insist that ßj be a nontangentially accessible

(NTA) domain. The precise definition of a NTA domain can be found in [11], but

we give the relevant properties of such a domain in §3.1. We use v to denote a fixed

measure with compact support E satisfying £cSl0c ßj \ö1 for some subdomain

ß0 of ßj, and use hn to denote a fixed positive harmonic function in ß, which

continuously vanishes on 3ß, \ ó7,.

Let Sf be the class of hypoharmonic functions s on ß such that

(s/h)(Z) = limsups(X)/h(X) < + oo        (Z e A\^).
A"->Z

Clearly, if s e y, then s/7¡ is locally bounded above on ß \A. We define

(1) KU)-fE Kmj/ *^.i/*«(^)}/"(Z)

(for the existence of this expression see §3.1).

Theorem 1. 7/s e if, (s/h)+ is h-resolutive for ß, (s/h)~ is not h-resolutive for ß,

and

(2) Iiminf\m(s) < +oo,
m—* oc

r/¡e« 5 = -co in ß.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.

3.1. We rely on the following properties of NTA domains.

Theorem B (Boundary Harnack Principle). Let co be a NTA domain, B be a

relatively open subset of 3co, and P0 be a fixed point in co. If w0 is a subdomain of co

such that 3w n 3to0 ç B, then there exists a constant c such that, for any positive

harmonic functions hx and h2 in ß which vanish continuously on B and satisfy

hx(P0) = h2(P0), we have hx < ch2 in co0.

Theorem C. Let lo be a NTA domain and B be a relatively open subset of du. Ifhx

and h 2 are positive harmonic functions in to which vanish continuously on B, then

hx/h2 has a positive continuous extension to co U B.

Theorem D. Let co be a NTA domain and f be a résolutive function on 3co. If f is

continuous (in the extended sense) at a point Z of dec, then

Hf{X)^f{Z)       (X^Z),

where LPf denotes the PWB solution of the \-Dirichlet problem for f in co.
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Theorems B and C are given in [11, (5.1), (7.9)]. Theorem D, which asserts more

than the regularity of co, was originally proved for Lipschitz domains by Armitage

[1, Theorem 2]. The proof given there is based on the Boundary Harnack Principle,

and carries across to NTA domains.

It will now be shown that \m(s), as defined in (1), exists and is real-valued if

s g if and s # -oo. (Clearly Xm(s) = -oo if s = -oo.) Since s/h is bounded above

on ß^f, its restriction to 3Mß„, is /¡-résolutive for ßOT. In particular

hJX) = f   s/hd^-j   sdp}nuX
JOm J1m

is harmonic in Qm. Further, since

hJX) = f hmdu\,x      (XeQj

and ß, is a NTA domain, it follows from Theorem D that each hm continuously

vanishes on 3ßt \ 5X. By considering

/ h+mda\x    and    j  h~mdp\fX,

it is now clear from Theorem C that hm/h* can be continuously defined on Qj \ äv

Hence \m(s) exists as claimed.

3.2. We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1 and suppose that s # -oo.

Since (s/h)+ is résolutive for ß, the PWB solution of the /¡-Dirichlet problem for ß

with boundary data (s/h)+ exists. We denote it by h0.

We claim first that, for any m g N,

(3) mf   limsup    {s(X) - h0(X)}/h(X) < 0    (a.e.(¿JZe3'\nA),
X^Z, XeQm

where "mf" denotes that the upper limit is with respect to the minimal fine topology

on ß. According to [13, Théorème 25, Lemme 6], the points of 3Mßm n A where

ß \ ßOT is not minimally thin form a set of zero ¡ihm -measure, and of the set of points

of 3Mß„, n A where ß\ß„, is minimally thin, the subsets which have zero ad-

measure coincide with those which have zero /¡-harmonic measure for ß. Hence it is

sufficient to establish that

mflimsup{í(A')-/¡0(A')}//¡(^) < 0    (a.e. (u")Z G A),

where uh denotes /¡-harmonic measure for ß. Since

mf lim h0(X)/h(X) = (s/h) + (Z)    (a.e. Uh)Z e A).

it follows that

(4) mflimsup{í(A')-/¡0(A')}//¡(A')< \imsups(X)/h(X) -{s/h) + (Z)
x^z x^z

= -(s/h)'(Z)<0   (a.e. (u/')Z g A)

as required.
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Now let

[s(X)-hQ(X)]/h(X)     (X<=om)

]0 (j(e3\nA),

which is clearly ¡ihm -measurable. Since î e y, it follows that (s - hn)/h is bounded

above on ß^f, so a multiple of h belongs to the upper /¡-class for fm in 0m. Further,

from (3), the function (s — h0) belongs to the lower /¡-class. Hence fm is /¡-résolutive

for ßm, and we write the generalized solution as Hm. Since s - h0 < 77m + 1 in ßm+1,

we have

Hm(M)<f   Hm + x/hduhmM=Hm+x(M)        (MGßm),
"m

whence (Hm) forms an increasing (wide sense) sequence of harmonic functions in

ß   .m

Next we claim that lim //„, = H, say, is harmonic in ß. To see this, consider the

increasing sequence of nonnegative harmonic functions (H'm) in ß2, where 77„', = 77„,

— H2. Since

/   H'mdp\M=(  Hmdu\M- f  H2dp}XM = Hm{M)-H1(M) = H'm{M),
J°i J°i J»\

it follows from Theorem D that H'm vanishes continuously on düx \ 5V Applying

Theorem B to the functions h* and H'm in Qx yields

H'm{Pü)^ehMH>m(X)/h*(X)

whence

v(E)H>M < ch*(P0){\m(s) - \Jh0) - X2(s) + \2(h0)}

^ch*(P0){\Js)-\2(s) + \2(h0)},

and it follows from hypothesis (2) that H(P0) is finite. Thus H is a harmonic

majorant of s — h0 in ß.

Now let m be arbitrary, and use the monotone convergence theorem to observe

that

H(M)=  lim Hk(M)=  lim   f   Hkdp}mM=\   Hdp}mM>
k—*OC k —> 00   Jn Jn

and so

(5) mf lim H(X)/h(X) = 0    (a.e.UMZeA),
x-z

since UWm = ß \ A. Combining (4) and (5) we obtain

mflimsup{j(A') - h0(X) - H(X)}/h(X) < -(s/h)'(Z)    (a.e. (u'')Z g A).
x^z

As s — h0 — H is nonpositive, it now follows that it is in the lower /¡-class for

-(s/h)~ in ß. However (s/h)~ is not /¡-résolutive (by hypothesis), so s — h0 — 77 =

-oo, contradicting our assumption that s is subharmonic.
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4. Application to the half-space. A point of Û" will be denoted by X = ( A", x„) =

(xx,... ,xn) and we write \X\ = (x2 + ■ ■ ■ +x2)1/2. We use O to denote the origin.

Surface area measure, where defined, will be represented by a.

We will apply Theorem 1 to the half-space ß = R"~1x(0, +oo) with h = 1.

Recall that the Martin compactification for ß and the Alexandroff compactification

for ß coincide. If (rm) denotes an unbounded strictly increasing sequence of positive

real numbers, then we can take Wm to be (Je ß:|A"| < rm), and the set A will

simply comprise the Alexandroff point (clearly A has 1-harmonic measure zero since

the corresponding Martin kernel, xn, is unbounded). Further, we take E = {0} (so

v is a Dirac measure) and h*(X) = xn. The class £f now consists of those

hypoharmonic functions s on ß such that

(6) s(Z) = limsupj(*) < +00       (X->Ze30).

Since it was shown in [2, Example 2] that

mu,)"1/"   sdalmX=cr-"-lf  yns(Y)do(Y)
^o V -V.

lim
x

for a positive constant c depending only on n, and since a measurable function / on

3ß is 1-resolutive for ß if and only if

JR„ i   j

\f(X',0)\
-— dX  < + oo,

+ X'

we can immediately write down the following uniqueness theorem. (A very similar

result appears in [12, Theorem 2], but the method of proof is quite different.)

Theorem 2. If s g y, and

(i)      lirninf/--"-1 f x„s(X)da(X) < +oo,
r^x J{X<BÜ:\X\ = r)

(7)
£&£.„. f    ^'4^=+00,(ii)   /    *-^<ur<(    s-

R""1   1 +\X'\ K" '   1 + \X'\

then s = -oo in il.

5. An application when h # 1. Other choices of h in §4 were possible, and we give

a simple alternative now. Let ß, rm, Wm, E, v, and /¡+ be as in §4, and let (Zm) be a

sequence of points in 3ß with no finite limit point. Now let y be the class of

hypoharmonic functions s on ß such that

(8) limsupj(A') < 0        (ZE3ö\{Zm:meM})
x^z

and

(9) a„, = lim sup (x„)-11X - Zm\"s(X) < + oo        (m^N).
x—z„.
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Theorem 3. Ifs g <?, (7) holds, and

oc oc

(10) I a+m/\\ +|Z;| } <  I am/{\ +\Z'm\ } = +00,
m = 1 /h = 1

rAew s = -ce in il.

To see this, let (bm) be a sequence of positive real numbers such that

GC

£ bj{\ +\Z'm{') < +00
/H= 1

and define

h(X) = (2xjc„) t bJX-Zj"       (Jfeß),
»1=1

where c„ denotes the surface area of the unit sphere. Then h is a positive harmonic

function in ß and the Alexandroff point has zero /¡-harmonic measure. Further, it is

not hard to see from (8) and (9) that

(s/h)(Z) = \imsups(X)/h(X) < + oo        (Z g 3ß).
x-*z

In fact, clearly

(s/h)(Zj = (c„/2)(am/bm)       (mejN)

whence (10) is equivalent to the /¡-resolutivity of (s/h)+ and non-/¡-resolutivity of

(s/hy for ß.

6. Application to the cylinder. In this and the following section we will confine our

attention to the case h = 1 for simplicity. Let ß =» {X: |A"| < 1} (n > 2). We will

employ the Bessel function J(n-y)/2 defined in Watson [14, pp. 40-42]. The least

positive zero of this function will be denoted by an and we write

Ht) = t*-»v%,_W2(ant)       (r>0).

Recall that the Martin compactification for ß comprises 3ß and a point "at each

end of" ß (see [9, Theorem 8.12], for example). If (rm) denotes an unbounded

strictly increasing sequence of positive real numbers, then we can take Wm to be

{X e U:\x„\ < /•„,} and the set A will comprise the two adjoined points. Further,

we take

E= {X G ß:x„ = 0},

dv(X)= {4>(\X'\)}2dX'd80(xn)       (XeE),

and

*,(*) -*(l A"t)cpsh(a8xn),

where 5() denotes the Dirac measure at the origin of U. The class «y now consists of

those hypoharmonic functions s on ß for which (6) holds.
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Theorem 4. 7/5 g y and

(i)      liminfsech(flnr)/" 4>(\X'\)s(X) do(X) <+oc,
r—éo J{XeQ: \x„\t)

(ii)      f   e-""lx"h + (X)do(X) < [   e-"^x"ls-(X)da(X) = +00,

then s = -00 /« ß.

To see this, we refer to [10, §9] where it was shown that

\m(s) = j8eeh(a„rm)f *{\X'\)s(X)do(X).
z J{X<=Q :\x„\ = rm)

As for condition (ii), it is easy to see that the function

v(X) = i(\X'\)e-"^

is a potential in ß which is harmonic in ß \ E. It can now be deduced from

Theorem B that a nonnegative locally integrable function / on 3ß is résolutive if and

only if

f   e-a^x"f{X)da{X) < + 00

as required.

Theorem 4 is a new result.

7. Application to the strip. Let ß = {X:0 < xn < 1} and if be the class of

hypoharmonic functions s on ß for which (6) holds. The following is essentially [3,

Theorem 2].

Theorem 5. If s g y and

(i)     limimV1-"/V,7r/' s(X)sm(irx„)do(X) < +00,
'—'00 •'{ATefl :|A"| = r}

(ii)      f      (1 +\X'\)x~n/2e-^x\s + {X',0) + s+{X',\)}dX'
Ju"- '

< f       (1 +\X'\)1~"/2e-"^{s-(X',0) + s-(X'A)} dX' = +00,

i7¡ev¡ í = -00 in ß.

To see how this follows from Theorem 1, we need to recall that the Martin

boundary for ß comprises 3ß and a set, A, of points "at infinity" which can be

identified with the boundary in R""1 of the (n - l)-dimensional unit ball (see [4]).

We take

Wm = { X g ß : I A"I < rm},        E = { X g ß : X' = O'},

dv{X) = sin2(7Tx„) dS0,(X')dx„       (Xe £),

and

/¡,(A)=|r|(3_")/27(w_3)/2(w|A'|)sin(77xJ,
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where 80, is the Dirac measure at the origin O' of U"~l and 7(„_3)/2 is the Bessel

function defined in Watson [14, p. 77]. Condition (i) of the theorem is obtained by

finding an explicit expression for Xm(s) in a manner directly analogous to that

referred to in §6. The details of this are left to the reader. Condition (ii) can be

written down immediately since necessary and sufficient conditions for the finiteness

of the Poisson integral of s in ß are given in [5, Lemma 1].
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